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ABSTRACT
We investigate the feasibility of extracting Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) from
cosmic shear tomography. We particularly focus on the BAO scale precision that can be
achieved by future spectroscopy-based, kinematic weak lensing (KWL) surveys (e.g.,
Huff et al. 2013) in comparison to the traditional photometry-based weak lensing
surveys. We simulate cosmic shear tomography data of such surveys with a few simple
assumptions to focus on the BAO information, extract the spacial power spectrum,
and constrain the recovered BAO feature. Due to the small shape noise and the shape
of the lensing kernel, we find that a Dark Energy Task Force Stage IV version of such
KWL survey can detect the BAO feature in dark matter by 3-σ and measure the
BAO scale at the precision level of 4% while it will be difficult to detect the feature in
photometry-based weak lensing surveys. With a more optimistic assumption, a KWL-
Stage IV could achieve a ∼ 2% BAO scale measurement with 4.9-σ confidence. A built-
in spectroscopic galaxy survey within such KWL survey will allow cross-correlation
between galaxies and cosmic shear, which will tighten the constraint beyond the lower
limit we present in this paper and therefore possibly allow a detection of the BAO
scale bias between galaxies and dark matter.
Key words: cosmology: theory – large-scale structure of universe – baryon acoustic
oscillations – gravitational lensing: weak
1 INTRODUCTION
Baryon acoustic oscillations are pressure waves in the early
Universe that propagated in the hot plasma of photons and
baryons that were tightly coupled via Compton scattering.
At the epoch of recombination, which is ∼ 300, 000 years af-
ter the Big Bang, the temperature of the Universe was low
enough that electrons and protons combined to form hydro-
gens, decreasing the optical depth to Thompson scattering.
Due to the photon decoupling, the propagating waves lost
photon pressure, which dropped the sound speed, and the
Universe was left with a frozen spherical overdensity shell
around each random overdensity peak. Such frozen spher-
ical overdensity waves are imprinted in the distribution of
cosmic microwave backgrounds as well as in the distribution
of matter and galaxies in the later Universe. The largest dis-
? E-mail: zd585612@ohio.edu
† E-mail: seoh@ohio.edu
tance that the sound wave had propagated before the epoch
of recombination is called the sound horizon scale rs at re-
combination, which corresponds to about 150 Mpc today (Hu
& Sugiyama 1996; Eisenstein & Hu 1998).
The true physical scale of the sound horizon at recom-
bination can be precisely measured from the cosmic mi-
crowave background radiation (CMB) data. The standard
ruler test compares this physical scale with the scale of BAO
imprinted in matter density distribution in the observational
coordinates at low redshift. The metric between the phys-
ical coordinates and the observational coordinates such as
right ascension, declination, and redshift encodes the ex-
pansion history of the Universe, which in turn depends on
dark energy properties (e.g. Weinberg et al. 2013). Since
dark matter, the majority of matter, is not optically observ-
able, we use galaxies as tracers to detect matter fluctuations,
and therefore the BAO feature, as baryons and dark mat-
ter have fallen in the common gravity potential wells at low
redshift. Since the first detection of BAO from galaxy sur-
© 2018 The Authors
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veys (Eisenstein et al. 2005; Cole et al. 2005), high precision
BAO scale measurements have been obtained from various
galaxy surveys, e.g. the 6dF Galaxy Survey (Beutler et al.
2011), the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey (Blake et al. 2011),
the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) (Alam,
et al. 2017) and the extended Baryon Oscillation Spectro-
scopic Survey (eBOSS) (Zhu, et al. 2018), and will extend to
greater precision and higher redshifts in upcoming surveys
such as the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)
1 (DESI Collaboration, et al. 2016), the Prime Focus Spec-
trograph 2 (Takada et al. 2014), and the Euclid 3(Laureijs,
et al. 2011).
However, galaxies are not perfect tracers of matter dis-
tribution. It has been shown that galaxy bias could bias the
BAO scale relative to that of dark matter (e.g. Seo & Eisen-
stein 2005; Padmanabhan & White 2009; Sherwin & Zaldar-
riaga 2012; Vlah, White et al. 2015; Senatore & Zaldarriaga
2015; Vlah, Seljak et al. 2016; Blas et al. 2016; Noda et al.
2017). In addition, galaxy clustering suffers distortion due to
the peculiar velocity fields of the galaxies, which introduces
additional bias on the BAO scale along the line of sight. Both
effects on the BAO can, however, be substantially alleviated
by the method called the density field reconstruction, (e.g.
Eisenstein et al. 2007).
Another potential bias on the BAO scale from galaxy
surveys has been recently suggested; the velocity field of
baryons relative to dark matter was supersonic in the very
early Universe. Baryons that were propagating in the form
of sound waves would still be moving supersonically after re-
combination while they were settling down in the common
gravitational well of matter. This supersonic streaming ve-
locity would have prevented gas accretion and cooling that is
essential for galaxy formation in dark matter halos. As a re-
sult, the galaxy distribution relative to the underlying dark
matter would have been modulated by these effects, which
can possibly generate a relative offset of the BAO scale in
galaxy distribution to the one in dark matter (Tseliakhovich
& Hirata 2010; Yoo et al. 2011; Blazek, McEwen & Hirata
2016). If one does not account such bias in the analysis,
it will result in biased dark energy constraints from galaxy
BAO surveys.
Measuring the BAO scale directly from matter distribu-
tion can reveal the extent of such bias and therefore help us
derive correct cosmological parameters. Weak lensing (WL)
has the advantage of detecting cosmological matter distribu-
tion directly. Images of distant galaxies are slightly distorted
by the gravitational potential of the foreground large-scale
structures as light passes by, which is referred as cosmic
shear (see the review, e.g. Kilbinger 2015). Since shear sig-
nal depends on the distribution of the intervening matter
but not on its kinematics (i.e., the peculiar velocity field),
the clustering derived from cosmic shear probes the geom-
etry of space and the rate of structure growth without suf-
fering systematics from galaxy bias or redshift-space distor-
tions (Kaiser 1987) 4. Therefore, it has become one of the
1 https://www.desi.lbl.gov
2 https://pfs.ipmu.jp
3 https://www.euclid-ec.org
4 Here we do not consider observational systematics in weak lens-
ing measurements such as point-spread-function (PSF), etc.
main probes of the on-going and upcoming large-scale sur-
veys, such as the Dark Energy Survey (DES; The Dark En-
ergy Survey Collaboration 2005), the Hyper Suprime-Cam
survey (HSC; Mandelbaum et al. 2018), the Large Synop-
tic Survey Telescope (LSST; Ivezic et al. 2008), the Wide-
Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST; Spergel et al.
2013a,b), and the Eulid (Laureijs, et al. 2011).
Despite the advantage of directly probing matter clus-
tering, it has been challenging to detect the BAO from weak
lensing surveys (c.f., Grassi & Scha¨fer 2014). Shear signal is
weak, only about 1% of the intrinsic shape that itself is un-
known. Noise in the shear signal due to the uncertainty in the
intrinsic shape (due to the random intrinsic orientations or
ellipticities) could be reduced by observing a large number of
galaxy images. Observing more and more galaxies to fainter
magnitudes (since the number of luminous galaxies is lim-
ited) sets a practical preference for imaging surveys to spec-
troscopic surveys. The large redshift error associated with
imaging surveys then will further broaden the broad lensing
efficiency kernel along the line of sight, which smears the
clustering signal over a large range of distance along the line
of sight. The broad lensing kernel causes mixing of a wide
range of different physical scales that correspond to the same
angular scales at different distances, making the extraction
of a distinct feature such as BAO challenging (e.g., Simp-
son 2006). Dividing galaxies into several tomographic bins
and correlating statistics between bins (Hu 1999) has been
commonly used in WL survey analyses to partially resolve
the line-of-sight information (e.g. Schrabback, et al. 2010;
Hildebrandt, et al. 2017; Troxel et al. 2018; Hikage, et al.
2018). However, the shape noise of shear signal increases as
the galaxy number density decreases in tomographic bins,
which limits the maximum amount of shear signal from to-
mography.
Recently, Huff et al. (2013) (Huff13, hereafter) revived
the idea of kinematic weak lensing (KWL, hereafter) that
conducts WL using multi-object spectroscopy in combina-
tion with high-quality imaging data, based on the methods
proposed in early literature (Blain 2002; Morales 2006). In
this method, multi-object spectroscopy such as by the DESI
spectrograph or the Prime Focus Spectrograph for the Sub-
aru telescope is used to measure the kinematics (i.e., rota-
tional velocity) of disk galaxies to distinguish the effect of
shear from the effect of inclination. Shear oriented along the
major axis of a rotating disk (i.e., the even parity compo-
nent) is derived from the comparison between the observed
ellipticity of the isophote and the inclination effect that is
estimated based on the offset from the Tully-Fisher rela-
tion. The odd parity shear component skews the kinematic
axes relative to the photometric axes and therefore is derived
from the observed velocity along the sheared semi-minor axis
of the disk galaxy. Using spectroscopy of course would limit
the number of source galaxies we can observe while those
selected would be brighter and well-resolved targets so that
they are more robust to various weak lensing calibration bi-
ases (c.f. Hirata & Seljak 2003) that we do not consider in
this paper. There still remains a small error since, for ex-
ample, even a face-on disk galaxy may not be round (see
Huff13 for more details for the effective shape noise sources
for KWL surveys), but this shape noise is estimated to be
only 1/10 times that of the traditional shape noise, which
corresponds to saving 100 times the typical number of galax-
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ies required for WL. As a result, even after accounting for
the substantially lower source galaxy number density achiev-
able in spectroscopic KWL surveys, assuming one galaxy
per arcmin2, Huff13 estimates that the net shape noise ef-
fect on the KWL clustering data can be 5-17 times (in σ2 /n
where σ is the rms intrinsic shear and n is the angular
number density of source galaxies) less than the current and
future photometry-only weak lensing (PWL, hereafter) sur-
veys. Also, by construction, the spectroscopic data can de-
termine the cosmological redshift of each galaxy accurately
and precisely (up to the peculiar velocity effects), without
the additional convolution of the lensing kernel due to source
redshift uncertainty along the line of sight. According to
Huff13, a Dark Energy Task Force (DETF) Stage III ver-
sion of such survey (covering 5,000 deg2) can return about 3
times more dark energy information than the DES in terms
of figure of merit, and a DETF Stage IV version of such
survey (covering 15,000 deg2) can return seven times more
dark energy information than the DES.
In this paper, we test if we can directly detect the BAO
feature in the matter distribution if such kinematic weak
lensing surveys are available, taking advantage of the low
shape and redshift noises associated with the KWL surveys.
We note that this can be considered as an independent and
additional gain to what was estimated in Huff13 where they
focused on the broadband clustering signal by choosing a
large redshift bin width for the tomographic bins. We also
note that the intension of this paper is not to investigate
the technical feasibility of such future survey, but rather to
investigate the scientific advantage of such survey from the
BAO perspective over a range of survey parameter choices.
In addition to being the first detection of BAO from the
matter distribution, another importance of such measure-
ment is that it will provide an additional and independent
BAO measurement for testing the consistency within the flat
ΛCDM model between the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) data by the Planck mission (Planck Collaboration et
al. 2016, 2018) and the low redshift data. Currently, while
the galaxy BAO measurements are consistent with the flat
ΛCDM best fit of the CMB data (e.g, Alam, et al. 2017),
weak lensing survey constraints (a combination parameter
of the matter density Ωm and the amplitude of matter fluc-
tuations σ8 from e.g., Hildebrandt, et al. 2017; Hildebrandt
et al. 2018; Ko¨hlinger et al. 2017; Joudaki et al. 2017; Troxel
et al. 2018; Hikage, et al. 2018) and the distance-ladder Hub-
ble constant measurements (e.g., Riess et al. 2018) show a
2− 3σ level of inconsistency with respect to the Planck con-
straints with the flat ΛCDM assumption. A similar test with
the matter BAO scale from KWL surveys will be crucial for
understanding such consistency or tension between different
probes, especially since the same data set will simultane-
ously provide the conventional weak lensing constraint on
Ωm − σ8.
In this paper, we simulate auto and cross cosmic shear
angular power spectra between tomographic redshift bins of
KWL surveys as well as PWL surveys with a few simplifi-
cations in order to focus on the BAO information. We de-
convolve the lensing efficiency kernel and derive the spacial
power spectrum that corresponds to the maximum likeli-
hood. We isolate the BAO feature in the power spectrum
and estimate the BAO scale precision expected for different
surveys by conducting a simple BAO fitting.
There have been a few studies that investigated the fea-
sibility of the weak lensing tomography for detecting the
matter BAO scale, which can be compared to our predictions
for PWL surveys. Simpson (2006) tested an `-dependent red-
shift binning of source galaxies to make the lensing kernel
oscillate with the line-of-sight contribution of the BAO fea-
ture to reduce the projection effect; using a Fisher matrix
approach, they predicted a 2−σ detection of the BAO feature
from an LSST-like survey but with the number density and
the redshift precision that are better than our default PWL-
Stage IV. Grassi & Scha¨fer (2014) studied the possibility of
detecting BAO from 3D photometric weak lensing (Heavens
2003) using the Fisher matrix analysis, by measuring the
significance of the power spectrum amplitude constraints in
the locations of the segmented wiggles. Their approach is
different from our approach since we are directly constrain-
ing the shift of the BAO scale. They found that the Eulid
survey would be able to detect the amplitude change of the
power spectrum with high significance for the wiggle feature
at k < 0.1h−1 Mpc, while the detection quickly would be-
come challenging when scales over k < 0.15− 0.2h−1 Mpc are
included. The latter aspect of their result appears broadly
consistent with our finding that the PWL-Stage IV cannot
constrain the BAO scale with a meaningful precision.
We organize the rest of paper as follows. In § 2, we
discuss the method of simulating shear power spectrum with
tomographic bins and its covariance matrix and extracting
the spatial power spectrum. In § 3, we conduct a BAO fitting
to the reconstructed spacial power spectra and report the
resulting BAO precisions for various surveys. We vary the
condition of the KWL surveys to investigate the effect of the
shape noise and the redshift errors. In § 4, we conclude.
2 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first describe how we generate mock cos-
mic shear data, i.e. angular auto and cross power spectra Ci j
`
from i, j tomographic bins, as well as its covariance matrix.
Again, we abbreviate the photometry-based weak lensing as
‘PWL’, and the spectroscopy-based 5 kinematic method as
‘KWL’. We simulate Ci j
`
with and without BAO informa-
tion, respectively. From the mock shear power spectrum, we
extract the spatial matter power spectrum P(k) using the
singular value decomposition (SVD) method. We abbrevi-
ate the power spectrum with and without BAO signal as
Pwig and Pnow, respectively. Finally, we conduct a BAO fit-
ting to the extracted BAO signal from the ratio of Pwig over
Pnow.
2.1 Simulating cosmic shear power spectrum data
Under the Limber approximation (Limber 1954; Kaiser
1992), the auto and cross shear power spectra from tomo-
5 While a KWL survey requires an accompanying photometric
survey on the overlapping area, the main observational resource
will be dominated by the spectroscopic side of the survey due to
the low source number density.
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Table 1. Summary of parameters of default weak lensing surveys in our study. ‘KWL’ stands for the kinematic
weak lensing survey and ‘PWL’ stands for the photometric weak lensing survey. The parameter setting is
similar to Table 2 in Huff13. The value of ngal below is the total angular number density of all tomographic
bins.
survey area [deg2] σ ngal [arcmin−2] zmax zmean zmed σz
KWL-Stage III 5,000 0.021 1.1 1.3 0.62 0.59 -
KWL-Stage IV 15,000 0.021 1.1 2.0 0.79 0.76 -
PWL-Stage III (DES) 5,000 0.26 10 1.3 0.62 0.59 0.1(1+z)
PWL-Stage IV (LSST) 15,000 0.26 31 2.0 0.79 0.76 0.05(1+z)
* For the PWL-Stage III, we only consider photometric redshift up to z = 1.3 while we allow the true galaxy
source distribution p(zph |z) to extend to z = 1.66. For the PWL-Stage IV, we truncate the photometric
and true redshift distribution both at z = 2. We set zmin = 0.0 in Stage III surveys, and zmin = 0.05 in
Stage IV surveys.
graphic redshift bins i, j are expressed as
Ci j (`) = 9H
4
0Ω
2
m
4c4
∫ χh
0
dχ
gi(χ)g j (χ)
a2(χ) Pδ
(
k =
`
χ
, z(χ)
)
, (1)
where ` is the angular wavenumber, χ(z) is the comoving
distance to redshift z, χh is the comoving horizon scale, Pδ
is the underlying matter power spectrum at k = `/χ(z) 6 at
redshift z, a(χ(z)) is the scale factor at z, and gi(χ) is the
normalized lensing efficiency of ith tomographic bin
gi(χ) =
∫ χh
χ
dχ′ni(χ′)(1 − χ/χ′)∫ χh
0 dχ
′ni(χ′) , (2)
where ni is the (normalized) angular galaxy number density
distribution of the ith redshift bin. We have assumed the flat
Universe.
Since we are interested in testing the BAO informa-
tion in the cosmic shear data rather than revisiting the well-
studied Ω − σ8 information from the overall shape of the
nonlinear shear power spectrum (e.g., Huff13), we bypass
the halofit modeling of the nonlinear overall shape of Pδ .
Instead we approximate the underlying matter power spec-
trum Pδ(`/χ, χ) as the time-dependent linear matter power
spectrum, i.e. Pδ(`/χ, χ(z)) = D2+(χ(z))P(`/χ, 0) with the nor-
malized growth function D+(χ(z)) while accounting for the
nonlinear BAO damping at the median redshift when con-
structing P(`/χ).
In detail, for the input matter power spectrum Pδ(k), we
use the following Gaussian BAO damping model to account
for the BAO damping caused by bulk flows during structure
formation, i.e.
Pδ(k) =
[
Plin(k) − Psm(k)
]
exp
[ − k2Σ2/2] + Psm(k), (3)
where Plin(k) is the linear power spectrum calculated from
CAMB 7 with cosmological parameters similar to the
Planck15 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016) constraints:
Ωm = 0.3075, ΩΛ = 0.6925, Ωbh2 = 0.0224, h = 0.679
and σ8 = 0.82, and Psm is the no-wiggle (without BAO)
6 Although Loverde & Afshordi (2008) suggests k = (` +1/2)/χ(z)
as a more exact Limber approximation, this refinement is not
important for our purpose since we use the same approximation
for both generating mock cosmic shear data and extracting the
spacial power spectrum.
7 http://camb.info
power spectrum calculated from the matter transfer func-
tion (Eisenstein & Hu 1998). For a Stage III Dark En-
ergy survey, we assume the nonlinear BAO damping scale
Σ = 5.58h−1 Mpc 8 defined based on z ∼ 0.65; for Stage IV,
we assume Σ = 4.75h−1 Mpc at z ∼ 1.0 accounting for the
different source redshift distributions between the two kinds
of surveys.
In order to reduce numerical error and better extract
the small BAO information in the simulated data, we also
input a dewiggled version of Pδ,now(`/χ, χ) = Psm (Eisenstein
& Hu 1998), to simulate auto and cross Ci jnow(`) without the
BAO feature, which will be compared to Ci j (`).
We adopt 5–100 tomographic redshift bins (Nzbin) for
the KWL surveys. For example, Nzbin = 30 for the KWL-
Stage III survey gives ∆z ∼ 0.043 for z = 0− 1.3, correspond-
ing to ∆χ ∼ 88h−1 Mpc at z ∼ 0.65. Nzbin = 100 for the
KWL-Stage IV survey gives ∆z ∼ 0.0195 for z = 0.05 − 2.0,
corresponding to ∆χ ∼ 50h−1 Mpc at z ∼ 1. Based on the
convergence tests as we show later, we adopt results from
Nzbin = 100 for KWL surveys and from Nzbin = 30 for PWL
surveys as the default.
The total number of auto and cross shear power spectra
is (Nzbin + 1)Nzbin/2 for a given angular scale `. Based on the
assumed survey area, we set ` starting from 10 for Stage III
and ` from 4 for Stage IV, respectively. Adopting ∆` = 3
and `max = 2002 for all survey stages, we have 665 ` bins
for Stage III and 667 ` bins for Stage IV. At z ∼ 1 and
k = 0.1h Mpc−1, and therefore at ` ∼ 230, our choice of ∆` = 3
corresponds to dk = 0.0013h Mpc−1 at the given distance or
dχ = 30h−1 Mpc at the given k.
2.2 Covariance matrix of shear power spectrum
Even without any other observational systematics, an ob-
served shear power spectrum contains shape noise which
comes from the intrinsic ellipticities of galaxies. If the shape
noise is Gaussian-distributed, the effective shape noise in
the two-point clustering in the ith tomographic bin is σ2 /ni ,
where σ is the rms intrinsic shear in each component as
given in Table 1, and ni is the total number density (per
steradian) of source galaxies in the ith tomographic bin.
8 We used Eq. 17 in Ding, Seo, Vlah, Feng, Schmittfull & Beutler
(2018) to calculate the nonlinear damping scale Σ.
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Hence, the observed shear power spectrum including the
shape noise is
Cˆi j (`) = Ci j (`) + δi j
σ2
ni
. (4)
For a given `, the data set consists of Nzbin(Nzbin + 1)/2 auto
and cross shear power spectra over all tomographic bins, i.e.{
Cˆ`
}
= (Cˆ11` , Cˆ12` , ... , Cˆ1Nzbin` , Cˆ22` , ... , Cˆ
NzbinNzbin
`
), (5)
where Nzbin is the total number of tomographic redshift bins.
Using the Wick’s theorem, we can derive the Gaussian co-
variance matrix of shear power spectrum (e.g. Hu & Jain
2004; Bernstein & Huterer 2010)
C
[
Cˆi j (`), Cˆpq(`′)] = δ``′(2` + 1)∆` fsky [Cˆip(`)Cˆ jq(`)+
Cˆiq(`)Cˆ jp(`)], (6)
where fsky is the surveyed fraction of the whole sky, which is
given in Table 1. The total dimension of the covariance ma-
trix becomes N`×Nzbin×(Nzbin+1)/2 by N`×Nzbin×(Nzbin+1)/2,
the inversion of which becomes numerically expensive and
noisy with N` ' 668 and Nzbin = 100. Utilizing the orthog-
onality of δ``′ , we arrange the data and the covariance ele-
ments such that the covariance matrix is block-diagonal with
N` blocks of each Nzbin × (Nzbin + 1)/2 by Nzbin × (Nzbin + 1)/2.
2.3 Photometric weak lensing surveys
In PWL surveys, source galaxies within each tomographic
bin are selected based on their photometric redshifts and
therefore the true underlying source redshift distribution
ni(z) is subject to the photometric redshift errors. We model
the probability distribution of photometric redshift zph given
the true redshift z as Gaussian with zero offset bias zbias from
z (Ma et al. 2006), i.e.
p(zph |z) =
1√
2piσz (z)
exp
[
− (z − zph)
2
2σ2z (z)
]
, (7)
where we set the rms σz = 0.1(1+z) for a Stage III survey and
σz = 0.05(1+ z) for a Stage IV survey, respectively. The true
redshift distribution ni(z) of galaxies in the ith photometry
tomographic bin (zi−1
ph
≤ zph ≤ ziph
)
is
ni(z) =
∫ zi
ph
zi−1
ph
dzphn(z)p(zph |z), (8)
based on the Bayes’ theorem. n(z) ≡ d2NdzdΩ in the integrand
is the overall true galaxy distribution.
In this paper, we assume that PWL surveys mimic the
DES (as Stage III) and the LSST (as Stage IV) and adopt
the corresponding source galaxy number, the redshift distri-
bution, and the survey area from Huff13, as listed in Table 1.
In the left panels of Fig. 1, we show n(z) assumed for the
PWL surveys with the thick black curves and the derived
ni(z) with the dash-dotted ones. Due to the large redshift
uncertainty, ni(z) extends over the wide range of redshift.
Nzbin = 30 that we adopted for the PWL surveys based on
the convergence test in § 3.2.2 corresponds to dz = 0.043 for
the PWL-Stage III and dz = 0.065 for the PWL-Stage IV,
respectively. The lensing efficiency g(χ) for the PWL surveys
is then derived by integrating ni(z) as in Eq. 2.
2.4 Kinematic weak lensing surveys
In KWL surveys, p(zph |z) is replaced by p(zspec |z) in Eq. 8.
Due to the small redshift uncertainty from spectroscopy,
we can assume binning the data into a series of narrow
tomographic redshift bins (e.g. ∆z ∼ 0.02 for 100 tomo-
graphic bins) to fully utilize the available redshift accu-
racy/precision. For such a narrow redshift bin, we can as-
sume the slowly varying ni(z) to be almost constant over
zi−1spec < z ≤ zispec. The true galaxy number density in the ith
spectroscopic tomographic bin is then
ni(z) = n(z)Πzi−1spec, zispec (z), (9)
where Πzi−1spec, zispec (z) is the boxcar function with 1 for z
i−1
spec <
z ≤ zispec and 0 otherwise. The lensing efficiency in Eq. 2 can
then be reduced to
giKW(χ) =
∫ χh
χ
dχ′ni(χ′)(1 − χ/χ′)∫ χh
0 dχ
′ni(χ′)
=
n¯i
∫ χh
χ
dχ′(1 − χ/χ′)Πχi−1,χi
n¯i
∫ χh
0 dχ
′Πχi−1,χi
=

1 − χ ln χi−ln χi−1χi−χi−1 , if χ < χi−1
χi−χ−χ(ln χi−ln χ)
χi−χi−1 , if χi−1 ≤ χ < χi
0 , if χi ≤ χ
 , (10)
which will be used in
Ci≤ j (`) = 9H
4
0Ω
2
m
4c4
∫ χi
0
dχ
giKW(χ)g
j
KW(χ)
a2(χ) Pδ
(
k =
`
χ
, z(χ)
)
.
(11)
Therefore the KWL efficiency truncates all contribution
from underlying matter distribution beyond zi and for k <
`/χi (or truncate ` > k χi ). The neighboring redshift bins
will truncate the information at different z and k, unlike in
the PWL surveys, although, as shown later in § 3.3, this
little difference in the broad lensing kernels does not affect
the BAO precision very much.
We adopt hypothetical spectroscopic survey parameters
for the default KWL surveys that are very close to those
derived in Huff13. A KWL-Stage III represents an experi-
ment with current instruments, assuming a footprint of 5,000
square degrees. A KWL-Stage IV represents a future survey
with an infrared spectrograph to extend to higher redshift
than Stage III, which covers 15,000 square degrees, similar
to the footprint of LSST. The number density and the red-
shift distribution of source galaxies are modeled based on
the COSMOS Mock Catalog (Jouvel, et al. 2009) by ap-
plying criteria for robust shape measurement, disk galaxies,
and line emissions within a wavelength range of the ground-
based spectroscopy. The model distribution is subsequently
sub-sampled at low redshift to match a more feasible tar-
get density of 1.1/arcmin2. Note that any KWL surveys will
require an overlapping photometric survey, even though we
focus on the gain from the spectroscopic data in this paper.
More details can be found in §2.2 of Huff13. We also as-
sume and test an optimistic version of KWL-Stage IV with
4.3 arcmin−2 in § 3.3 as well as various choices of shape noise.
Therefore, while we reference the default survey conditions
from Huff13, our results are general and straightforwardly
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translatable to other survey conditions that are different
from Huff13 as we test a wide range of shape noise and
target densities to identify the conditions for the BAO de-
tection for both types of WL surveys in this paper.
In the right panels of Fig. 1, we show source galaxy
distributions of the KWL (right panels) surveys in evenly
distributed tomographic bins with Nzbin = 30 as an exam-
ple. The black solid line in each panel shows the total true
galaxy distribution. The same curves are also overlayed as
blue solid lines in the left panels to emphasize the small
number of sources required by the KWL surveys compared
to the PWL surveys. We use Nzbin = 30 also for the KWL sur-
veys to better visualize the difference between the two types
of surveys. For the PWL surveys (left panels), each dash-
dotted curve represents ni(z) for a given ith tomographic
bin. Dotted vertical lines denote the boundaries of tomo-
graphic bins. For the KWL surveys, the tomographic bin
is the same as ni(z). We see broad distributions of ni(z) in
the PWL surveys compared to ni(z) of the KWL surveys.
The resulting lensing efficiency kernels for the PWL-Stage
IV and the KWL-Stage IV are shown in Fig. 2, where we
also include results from Nzbin = 100. We find that despite
the redshift accuracy, the lensing kernels of the KWL sur-
veys are as broad as the PWL surveys, while the overall
shapes are different. The right panel shows the difference
between lensing kernels of neighboring tomographic bins for
each survey. The difference appears slightly sharper for the
KWL surveys and decreases with increasing Nzbin.
For each survey, we show auto shear power spectra Cii(`)
(from Eq. 1) and the corresponding effective shape noises
σ2 /ni at different redshifts using Nzbin = 30 in Fig. 3. The
signal relative to the noise is much larger for the KWL sur-
veys, reflecting the shape noise that is 17(5.4) times smaller
than that of the PWL-Stage III(IV). The amplitude of the
KWL auto power spectrum also tends to be higher than the
PWL of the same tomographic bin, due to the greater area
under the lensing kernels in Fig. 2. Therefore, another ad-
vantage of the KWL surveys for the purpose of the BAO
extraction is their high signal-to-noise ratios of the overall
amplitude. The second row of each panel in Fig. 3 shows
Cii(`) divided by no-wiggle Cii(`) to single out the effect of
the BAO feature in the shear power spectrum. The figure
implies that the BAO feature in the shear power spectrum
is potentially stronger in the KWL surveys, again due to
the shape of the KWL lensing kernel as will be discussed in
§ 3.2. This further increases the BAO signal to noise of the
KWL surveys beyond the signal-to-noise ratio of the overall
amplitude.
2.5 Extracting spacial power spectrum P(k) from
the simulated Ci j
`
data
We have an option to estimate the BAO information in
the PWL and KWL surveys directly from the full set of
(Nzbin + 1)Nzbin/2 auto and cross shear power spectra Ci j`
given its (Nzbin+1)Nzbin/2 by (Nzbin+1)Nzbin/2 block-diagonal
covariance matrix. For the data compression and for the vi-
sual clarification purpose, however, we choose to project the
simulated (Nzbin + 1)Nzbin/2 shear power spectra in the pres-
ence of the noise onto the underlying spacial power spectrum
P(k).
In order to extract P(k) from the (mock) shear angular
power spectrum Cˆi j (`) (i.e. which is already prepared using
Eq. 1 and 4) over a limited range of observable `, we ap-
proximate Cˆi j (`) as a discrete sum of weighted band power
Pδ(k) instead of as the original integration (i.e. Eq. 1):
Ci≤ j (`) ' 9H
4
0Ω
2
m
4c4
kN∑
kn>`/χi
Pδ(kn)
∫ 1/(kn−dk/2)
1/(kn+dk/2)
d
(
`
k
)
gi(`/k)g j (`/k)
a2(`/k) D
2
+(`/k), (12)
where kn is the mean of the n-th k bin, N is the total
number (i.e. the maximum) of k bins, zn is the redshift
of χ = `/kn, and Pδ(kn) is the band power at z = 0. We
again approximate χ = `/k with the Limber approxima-
tion assuming the flat Universe. We assumed that the ac-
tual power Pδ(k) is smoothly varying within each k bin
and therefore can be pulled out of the integration. In or-
der to have this assumption valid as well as to catch the
BAO oscillation with the band powers, we use total 66 out-
put k bins with the middle 64 bins logarithmically spaced
in k range [0.01, 1.0] h Mpc−1. The first and last bin is
set as 10−4 < k < 0.01 h Mpc−1 and 1.0 < k < 2.4343
h Mpc−1, respectively. which gives dk ≈ 0.0075h Mpc−1 at
k ∼ 0.1h Mpc−1 and dk ≈ 0.015h Mpc−1 at k ∼ 0.2h Mpc−1.
Written in the matrix multiplication format,
Ci j (`) = Gi j
`kn
∗ Pδ(kn), (13)
where
Gi j
`kn
=
∫ 1/(kn−dk/2)
1/(kn+dk/2)
gi(`/k)g j (`/k)
a2(`/k) D
2
+(`/k)d
(
`
k
)
. (14)
Taking the measurement error of Ci j (l) as Gaussian dis-
tributed, we want to derive Pδ and its covariance by mini-
mizing the χ2 of the likelihood function, i.e.
χ2 =
(
Cˆ − G ∗ Pδ
)T
C−1
(
Cˆ − G ∗ Pδ
)
, (15)
where Cˆ denotes the observed/simulated (supposedly after
shape noise subtraction) shear power spectrum, and the co-
variance matrix of Cˆ, denoted as C, is calculated from Eq. 6.
The inverse of the covariance of Pδ that we need for the
subsequent BAO scale fitting would be simply GTC−1G, the
second derivatives of χ2. We have an alternative to prop-
agate this Fisher matrix to the BAO scale error using the
Fisher matrix formalism, but again we choose to visualize
Pδ and its errors and conduct a direct χ2 fitting to Pδ .
In order to derive the maximum likelihood Pδ from
Ci j (`), we need to invert the non-square matrix G in Eq.
13. If we do not demand G as a square matrix, G is not
invertible normally. Even if we set G to be square, the lim-
ited range of data Cˆ(`) may not necessarily constrain all
the band power Pδ , resulting G to be nearly singular. We
could consider adding weak priors to such unconstrained
band powers for better visualization of Pδ without affect-
ing the final BAO scale constraint. In this paper, as one
way of adding such weak priors, we take the singular value
decomposition (SVD) approach and replace the small singu-
lar values with a minimum value of our choice if necessary.
Compared to the typical way of adding a weak diagonal prior
to the Fisher matrix of the Pδ , the SVD with replacement
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Figure 1. The galaxy source distribution ni (z) in tomographic bins of PWL (left panels) and KWL surveys (right panels) based on
Table 1. Upper panels are for Stage III surveys and lower panels are for Stage IV surveys. To better visualize the difference between the
two types of surveys, we assume 30 evenly distributed tomographic bins (dotted lines in the left and histograms in the right) for both
PWL and KWL surveys in this figure. The redshift range is (0, 1.3) for Stage III and (0.05, 2.0) for Stage IV, respectively. In the PWL
surveys (left), each dash-dotted line represents ni (z) for each tomographic bin, while in the KWL surveys (right), it’s represented by each
histogram. We color ni (z) of one tomographic bin in red as an example. The thick black solid lines in all panels denote the overall true
galaxy number density distributions. The overall distribution of the KWL surveys are also overlayed as blue solid lines in the left panels
to emphasize the small number of sources required by the KWL surveys compared to the PWL surveys. While the number of source
galaxies per area is greater for the KWL-Stage IV, its peak dn/dz is lower than that of the KWL-Stage III due to its greater redshift
range.
corresponds to adding weak diagonal priors to poorly con-
strained eigen-vectors, i.e., combinations of Pδ in an eigen-
vector space where the covariance and its inverse is indeed
diagonal. We follow the method proposed by Eisenstein &
Zaldarriaga (2001) (hereafter EZ01) and Pen et al. (2003) to
extract spatial matter power spectrum from angular power
spectrum. We give a brief summery of the routine that we
adopted.
Note that in order to reduce the noise in the simulated
data, we do not actually introduce random fluctuations due
to shape noise or cosmic variance in generating Cˆ(`). The
effect of the cosmic variance and the shape noise enters only
in the covariance matrix C. Following the methodology in
EZ01, we rescale Pδ by a smooth function
Pnorm(k) = 1.5 × 10
4h−3 Mpc3
[1 + (k/0.05h Mpc−1)2]0.65 . (16)
The resulting P′δ = Pδ/Pnorm will allow equal fractional
fluctuations on different k scales, hence they receive simi-
lar weights when we apply the threshold for the singular
values (SV) from the SVD that we perform later.
We can diagonalize the covariance matrix C by rotating
it to its eigen-vector space. Since χ2 is a scalar, the value
does not change by this rotation and therefore we conduct
the matrix operation for χ2 in this eigenvector space:
χ2 = |Cˆ′ − G′P′δ |2. (17)
where Cˆ′ = C−1/2Cˆ(`) and G′ = C−1/2GPnorm with C−1 =
(C−1/2)TC−1/2, where superscript T denotes the transpose
of matrix. We therefore derive Cˆ′ and G′ by transforming
Cˆ and G into the eigenvector space of C while scaling the
eigenvector by the inverse square root of eigenvalues. In this
way, we could apply SVD to derive P′δ that corresponds to
the minimum residual in |Cˆ′ − G′P′δ |.
From SVD, we obtain
G′ = U ∗W ∗ VT , (18)
where U and V are column-orthogonal matrices, i.e., UT ∗U =
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Figure 2. The lensing efficiency kernel. Left: the lensing efficiency kernel gi (z) of the ith tomographic bin centered at z ∼ 1 for the KWL-
Stage IV (solid lines) and the PWL-Stage IV (dashed lines). One finds little difference between Nzbin = 30 (blue) and Nzbin = 100 (orange)
for both surveys. Right: the difference of lensing efficiency kernels (∆gi+1 − ∆gi) between neighboring tomographic bins around zi = 1.0.
Given the same number of tomographic bins, the difference is slightly sharper for the KWL surveys. As the number of tomographic bins
increases, the difference becomes smaller.
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Figure 3. The illustration of signal-to-noise ratio of shear power spectra for different surveys. We show C ii (`) (solid lines) and the
corresponding shape noise σ2 /ni (dashed lines) at different redshift bins. Left panels show the PWL surveys and right panels show the
KWL surveys. Top panels are for Stage III surveys and bottom panels for Stage IV surveys. Different colors denote different redshift
bins. We assume 30 tomographic bins for this figure. KWL surveys have higher signal-to-noise than the PWL surveys in terms of power
spectrum amplitude. Increasing the number of tomographic bins linearly increases shape noise, without affecting the signal much. The
lower part of each panel compares the BAO signal (wiggles) by taking the ratio of shear power spectra with and without containing the
BAO signal. The amplitude of BAO wiggles appears larger in the KWL Stages, which implies that the KWL surveys potentially contain
more BAO information in the signal.
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I and VT ∗V = I. Diagonal matrix W stores all singular values
(SV). See more details about SVD in Press et al. (1992).
Then the inverse of G is
G′−1 = V ∗W−1 ∗UT . (19)
As a result, we have
P′δ = V ∗W−1 ∗UT ∗ C′. (20)
The inverse of the covariance matrix of P′δ is then given
by
Cov−1[P′δ] = G′TG′. (21)
In calculating W−1, therefore in calculating P′δ and the co-
variance matrix, we check our results after replacing smaller
SV with the minimum cutoff singular value SVc of our
choice 9. We vary choices of SVc and the corresponding num-
ber of unreplaced SV modes Nmodes and inspect the recon-
structed BAO feature in P′δ as well as the convergence in the
BAO detection significance and the error constraint from
the BAO fitting. We present results after such convergence
is reached. Our main KWL BAO constraints quoted in the
paper are using all SV modes without the SVc replacement
(i.e., Nmodes = 66, or without any priors) while we explicitly
note when we use a smaller number of unreplaced SV modes
for the visual presentation purpose.
Fig. 4 shows the effect of Nmodes in the extracted power
spectrum as a function of Nmodes for KWL Stage IV, as an
example. The top left panel shows that the extracted power
spectrum converges to the correct input broadband shape
for Nmodes > 30. The middle and bottom panels show, as the
number of unreplaced modes increases, the reconstructed
BAO feature converges to the input BAO feature. The top
right panel shows that the BAO constraint and χ2 first de-
creases and then reaches convergence at Nmodes ∼ 30. Note
that while the diagonal errors increase substantially beyond
Nmodes = 30, the off-diagonal covariance also changes such
that the resulting error on the BAO scale does not change
for Nmodes > 30. In Fig. 5 we chose the minimum convergence
Nmodes instead of the maximum Nmodes = 66 when visually
presenting the extracted BAO feature to avoid the mislead-
ingly large diagonal errors in some cases.
2.6 Fitting BAO wiggles
In order to quantify the recovery of the BAO feature from
KWL stage surveys, we constrain the BAO scales in the
matter power spectrum reconstructed from the shear power
spectrum. From the process described in Sec. 2.5, we recover
P′δ (from the shear power spectrum with the BAO feature)
and P′δ,now (i.e. from the shear power spectrum without the
BAO feature). We fit the ratio of the two with a template
9 This is slightly different from EZ01, where the inverse of small
singular values are replaced with zero when deriving P′δ . We find
that replacing smaller SV with the minimum cutoff singular value
SVc of our choice instead of zero results in less bias on the ex-
tracted P′δ at the given number of SV modes. However, we find
that both choices give the consistent BAO constraints once P′δ is
divided by P′δ,now
of the BAO feature as
P′δ(k ′)
P′
δ,now(k ′)
= A
[
1 +
( Plin(k)
Psm(k) − 1
)
exp
( − k2Σ2/2) ], (22)
with the presence of a free parameters A, which not only
accounts for the constraint in the amplitude but also ab-
sorbs any effects that may rescale the amplitude of the re-
covered power spectrum, and α, which relates the observed
coordinate k ′ and the template coordinate k by k = k ′/α.
Parameter α measures the shift in the BAO scale and there-
fore represents a constraint on comoving distance. A shift
in α from unity would be originated from distortion in the
comoving distance due to a wrong fiducial cosmology and
therefore in principle such shift should rescale all the occa-
sions of distances χ by α in Eq. 11 10. However, all other
occasions of α will either cancel out or affect only the ampli-
tude of the smooth kernel that multiplies to P′δ , not likely
affecting the standard ruler test. We therefore only focus on
the effect of α in P′δ where α represents a characteristic shift
in co-moving distance near the mean redshift of the survey.
We also note that while our constraint on α is mainly from
the transverse BAO feature due to the significant line of
sight projection, as will be discussed later, it may not be
straightforwardly interpreted as the BAO scale estimators
from galaxy surveys such as the isotropic BAO scale DV or
the angular diameter DA.
In the fitting formula, we fix the BAO peak damping
parameter Σ as the input value. We omit nuisance parame-
ters for additive or multiplicative nonlinearity in the shape
of the power spectrum since our simulated shear power spec-
trum does not include nonlinearity except the BAO damp-
ing scale and also since such effect will be mostly cancelled
out from the division by P′δ,now(k ′). In real observations,
P′δ,now(k ′) is not available. Our dividing by P′δ,now(k ′) there-
fore would approximately correspond to a BAO-only fitting
in real observations when the broad-band shape informa-
tion is marginalized over with proper parameterization. The
advantage of the KWL survey on the broad-band shape in-
formation was extensively studied in Huff13.
We choose the fitting range in [0.015, 0.3] h Mpc−1.
The covariance matrix for the limited k ′ data is derived by
inverting Eq. (21) and then by taking the sub-covariance
matrix. Such sub-covariance matrix is inverted again to
find the best fit parameters and the corresponding errors
through the χ2 analysis. Since sample variance is only
included in the covariance matrix not in the mock data, the
reduced χ2 would be negligible, much below unity, as long
as the reconstructed power spectrum contains a reasonable
BAO feature. We use the reduced χ2 as an indicator for
the recovery of the BAO feature and the convergence of
the fitting for various choices of SVc , as shown in the top
right panel of Fig. 4. We repeat a fitting with a no-BAO
template, i.e., with Σ = 100h−1 Mpc, and compare the
χ2 curves of the BAO and no-BAO fittings to derive the
detection level,
√
∆χ2.
10 To be more precise, a wrong cosmology will distort the distance
in a redshift dependent manner.
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Figure 4. Extracted power spectrum and covariance of the KWL-Stage IV as a function of the number of the unreplaced singular
modes (Nmodes) included in our calculation of Eq. 20 and 21. With Nzbin = 100. The top left shows the overall shape: including more
modes without SVc replacement improves the small k extraction of the overall shape. We only show the upper parts of the error bars for
clarity. The middle and the bottom panels show the BAO feature as a function of Nmodes; we also show the diagonal errors as well as the
correlation coefficients r = Covi j/
√
CoviiCov j j at ki = 0.03, 0.1, ad 0.2h Mpc−1 with different colors. In each upper panel, the solid line
with empty squares denotes the extracted (observed) power spectrum, dotted and dashed lines denote input and fitted power spectrum,
respectively. Again, increasing Nmodes better recovers the input BAO feature while it also increases the diagonal errors. Despite the
increasing diagonal errors, different k bins are more correlated with increasing Nmodes such that the BAO constraint reaches convergence
once Nmodes > 30 as shown in the top right panel. The upper and lower σα in the top right panel are derived from ∆χ2 = ±1 around the
best fit α and we quote the average of these two values as σα in the main text and figures. For Nmodes = 30 and 66, we quote the BAO
constraint σα and ∆χ
2 (the detection significance squared) in the legends.
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3 RESULTS
3.1 The BAO information from the weak lensing
surveys
In this section we present and compare the BAO feature in
the power spectra reconstructed from the default PWL and
KWL surveys specified in Table 1. In Fig. 5, we show the
ratio of the reconstructed spatial power spectrum Pwig(k)
over the reconstructed Pnow(k) and its diagonal errors (blue
lines and error bars) and the best fit model (orange dashed
line) in comparison to the the theoretical input (green dotted
lines). The top panels are for Stage III and the bottom panels
are for Stage IV. Since we do not introduce fluctuations in
the simulated shear power spectrum itself, the reconstructed
Pwig/Pnow(k) all show the BAO feature close to the input
(i.e. the BAO damping scale Σ = 5.58h−1 Mpc for Stage III
and Σ = 4.75h−1 Mpc for Stage IV) as long as a sufficient
number of unreplaced SV modes are included.
The error bars reflect the typical band power fluctua-
tions we expect for each case. Again, neighboring k bins are
highly correlated, more so as we increase Nmodes, such that
the diagonal errors alone do not fully reflect the correlated
fluctuations. In the lower sub-panels, we show the cross cor-
relation coefficients ri j between k bins 11 with ki = 0.03, 0.1
and 0.2 h Mpc−1. Each panel quotes Nmodes we choose for
each figure, which is approximately the minimum number of
unreplaced SV modes reaching the convergence in the BAO
detection level, the reduced χ2, and σα.
Although misleading without taking the off-diagonal co-
variance into the account, the large diagonal errors in the
case of PWL-Stage III (top left) in Fig. 5 forewarn a dif-
ficulty retrieving BAO scale information from the cosmic
shear of a DES-like survey. Indeed, σα for the PWL Stage III
and IV are 33% and 22%, respectively, implying no mean-
ingful BAO constraint even with the Stage IV case. As a
comparison, Simpson (2006) predicted a 2 − σ detection of
the BAO from a PWL-Stage IV. The two results are fairly
consistent and the difference could be partly due to the num-
ber density and the redshift precision that are better than
assumed here, but is probably because of their `-dependent
redshift binning of source galaxies to manipulate the lens-
ing kernel to reduce the line-of-sight projection of the BAO
feature.
On the other hand, the KWL surveys are more effective
in recovering the BAO feature. While the KWL-Stage III
would not be able to return a meaningful BAO constraint
(i.e., σα = 16%), the KWL-Stage IV gives σα = 4.1% likely
due to the larger volume and the smaller BAO damping ex-
pected at the higher median redshift, which therefore could
be used for a consistency check against the percentage level
BAO constraint from the current galaxy surveys (e.g. Alam,
et al. 2017). Fig. 5 also quotes the significance of BAO detec-
tion for these surveys. As expected, the PWL Stage surveys
cannot detect BAO while KWL Stage III can give about a
1−σ detection. Meanwhile, the KWL-Stage IV predicts the
BAO detection at 3.1−σ. The precision and the detection of
the KWL Stage IV would therefore correspond to the first
galaxy BAO detection by Eisenstein et al. (2005).
11 ri j =
Cov[P′
δ, i
, P′
δ, j
]√
Cov[P′
δ, i
, P′
δ, i
]×Cov[P′
δ, j
, P′
δ, j
]
3.2 Understanding the differences between the
KWL and PWL surveys
The KWL surveys have advantages against the PWL surveys
in the redshift precision and shape noise. In this section we
test the effect of such advantages.
3.2.1 The effect of the shape noise difference
We first test the effect of the shape noise by matching the
shape noise of the PWL-Stage IV to that of the KWL-Stage
IV. Fig. 6 shows that if we decrease the shape noise level of
the PWL-Stage IV to that of the KWL-Stage IV (hereafter
‘low-noise PWL-Stage IV’), σα decreases from 22% to 7%
and the detection level increases to 2−σ. This is still larger
than σα = 4% from the KWL-Stage IV. As mentioned ear-
lier, the amplitude of C` of the PWL-Stage IV tends to be
lower than that of the KWL-Stage IV of the same source
redshift bin, except for that at lower redshifts, due to its
lower lensing kernel (in Fig. 2). Indeed if we compare the
cumulative signal to noise squared (i.e.,
∑(S/N)2) 12 of C`
for all ` within the mock data range and redshift bins, the
KWL-Stage IV has 1.4 times more
∑(S/N)2 than the PWL-
Stage IV. Therefore, the low noise PWL-Stage IV would
have 5.9% of the BAO constraint if its signal to noise were
more precisely matched to the KWL-Stage IV. This still
leaves a factor of 1.43 offset between the constraints of the
two surveys of the same signal to noise, indicating that the
shape noise relative to the amplitude is not the sole major
advantage of the KWL survey.
3.2.2 The effect of Nzbin
Before looking for other advantages, we first make sure that
this remaining difference is not due to the different choices
of tomographic bins as we use Nzbin = 30 for the PWL sur-
veys and Nzbin = 100 for the KWL surveys. Fig. 7 shows
the σα using all Nmodes for a different choice of Nzbin. We
find that σα of the KWL-Stage IV does not increase much
when decreasing Nzbin from 100 to 30 (in the right panel),
which implies that the difference remains even with the same
redshift binning. For both the low-noise PWL-Stage IV and
the default KWL-Stage IV surveys, σα increases if we use
redshift bins coarser than Nzbin = 30.
The slow improvement with increasing Nzbin from 30
(i.e., dz < 0.07) to 100 in fact implies that we are not tak-
ing the full advantage of the redshift resolution of the KWL
surveys, possibly because the effect of the lensing efficiency
kernel is not fully de-convolved in the presence of the default
noise. It could be also possibly because the Limber approxi-
mation we used limits our extracting the line-of-sight Fourier
modes; in Appendix § A, we estimate that the effect of the
Limber approximation and find that it is unsubstantial.
If the lensing kernel of the KWL survey is not decon-
volved enough to take advantage of its small redshift error,
and also if the remaining difference between the low-noise
PWL-Stage IV and the KWL-Stage IV is due to the greater
redshift error and the corresponding lensing kernel of the
former that is perhaps more difficult to be deconvolved even
12 CˆTC−1Cˆ where the covariance matrix C is from Eq. (6)
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Figure 5. The extracted matter power spectrum and its diagonal errors for PWL (left) and KWL (right) surveys from Table 1. Each
panel represents one survey, in which, the upper part shows the band power ratio of Pwig over Pnow. The black dotted line represents the
input power spectra ratio, the square points with error bars denote the reconstructed power spectra ratio, and the dashed line denotes the
best fitting; the lower part shows the correlation coefficients of the covariance matrix of the band power at k = 0.03, 0.1 and 0.2 h Mpc−1.
We also note Nmodes (the number of unreplaced singular modes) used for extracting the power spectrum, along with the resulting precision
on the BAO scale parameter α and the BAO detection significance squared ∆χ2BAO from fitting. For the PWL-Stage III survey (upper
left panel), we show the error bars of band power 2 times smaller than the true for clarity. The PWL surveys show the reconstructed
BAO feature that are slightly more damped than the input BAO feature on large k for this choice of Nmodes; the difference decreases
without affecting σα as we increase Nmodes.
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Figure 6. The low noise PWL-Stage IV survey after decreasing
the effective shape noise to match with that of the default KWL-
Stage IV. Compared to the default PWL-Stage IV, σα decreases
to ∼ 7%.
in the presence of the similar shape noise, we expect that
the difference in σα of the two surveys would decrease as we
further decrease the assumed shape noise. This is because
we should be able to deconvolve both kernels at the zero
noise limit with the perfect data. Fig. 8 shows σα of the
PWL and KWL surveys, with Nzbin = 30, as we decrease the
shape noise. Even with the smallest shape noise we could
numerically test in this paper, the ratio between the KWL
survey and the PWL survey remains almost constant. We
believe that, as shown in Fig. 3, the lensing kernels of PWL
and KWL surveys are both very broad such that the dis-
tinction between the kernels of different source redshift bins
within each survey is too small to fully deproject the density
fluctuations along the line of sight even in the presence of
the smallest noise we could test.
3.2.3 The effect of the lensing kernel shape
We believe that the remaining difference between the PWL
and the KWL surveys, when the signal to noise of the ampli-
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Figure 7. The BAO constraints as a function of the redshift bin width: the low noise PWL-Stage IV (left panel), and the KWL-Stage
IV (right panel). We use Nmodes = 66. In each panel, circular and triangular points denote upper and lower σα from our MCMC fitting,
respectively, and empty squares with a dashed line are the average of the two σα . We find that both surveys show convergence near
Nzbin = 30.
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Figure 8. The BAO scale constraint as we decrease the shape
noise further below the default values. The x-axis shows the factor
to multiply to the default shape noise of the KWL-Stage IV. I.e.,
the rightmost points correspond to the default KWL-Stage IV
(orange circles) and the low noise PWL-Stage IV (blue squares).
The PWL-IV points are systematically shifted to the right to
account for its effective signal to noise that is lower by
√
1.4 than
the KWL-Stage IV. Both results use Nzbin = 30. The green circles
are the rescaled KWL-Stage IV constraints by a factor of 1.5 to
show that the multiplicative offset between the PWL and the
KWL surveys remain constant. The single star point corresponds
to the optimistic KWL-Stage IV with Nzbin = 100 that will be
discussed in § 3.3. The point is very close to the curve for Nzbin ∼
30 at the same noise level, which implies that the information
within the KWL survey is mostly extracted with Nzbin ∼ 30 even
with lower noise.
tude is matched, is related to the more distinct BAO feature
of the KWL survey as shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 3.
Note that the BAO feature in the input power spectrum is
the same for both cases. Then, one can question why the
KWL survey is more sensitive to the BAO feature when its
kernel is as broad as the PWL survey. It is likely because
of the shape of the lensing kernel. The KWL lensing kernel
in Fig. 2 is above the PWL lensing kernel at high redshift
and as a result, the KWL survey weighs lower k informa-
tion that is contributed from higher redshift clustering. Fig-
ure 9 shows the corresponding lensing window function that
convolves the underlying matter power spectrum in Eq.11
for C(` = 200) for the z = 1 − 1.065 source redshift bin, as
an example. The dashed lines are the window function that
convolves the overall power spectrum. The solid lines are the
window function multiplied with the BAO damping factor
exp (−k2Σ2/2) to represent the scales over which the BAO
information mainly resides. The ratio of the area covered
by the solid line (i.e., more relevant to the BAO) v.s. the
dashed line (i.e., relevant to the overall power spectrum)
upto k = 2.43h Mpc−1 is indeed greater for the KWL sur-
vey by ∼ 17% for the case presented, which is qualitatively
consistent with Fig. 3. That is, the BAO contribution would
be greater for the KWL survey because its lensing kernel
weighs high redshift (i.e., lower k that are more relevant for
the BAO) more than the PWL survey does, as a result of
the source redshift distribution of the former being almost
the delta function. When the observed C` data over ` ≤ 2002
was adopted and deprojected to P(k) band powers, the de-
projected P(k) of the KWL surveys is then more sensitive to
the BAO feature.
Following this reasoning, we recalculated the cumulative
signal to noise of the reconstructed power spectrum P(k).
When all k was included, the ratio of
∑(S/N)2 between the
two surveys was again ∼ 1.4, which is consistent with the∑(S/N)2 from C` . However when we limited the range to
be the BAO fitting range, i.e., 0.015 < k < 0.3h Mpc−1,
the ratio of
∑(S/N)2 increased to 1.7. Therefore the sig-
nal to noise of the amplitude of the power spectrum over
0.015 < k < 0.3h Mpc−1 is responsible for a factor of 1.3 dif-
ference between the low noise PWL-Stage IV and the KWL-
Stage IV BAO constraints and the remaining 1.3 difference
is, we believe, largely due to the different degree of the BAO
information in the two surveys. In order to further identify
where the extra BAO information resides, we repeated the
χ2 fitting to the reconstructed P(k) band powers of the low
noise PWL IV using the covariance matrix of the KWL IV
survey. Just by replacing the covariance matrix, we recovered
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Figure 9. The lensing window function that convolves the un-
derlying matter power spectrum in Eq. 11. For C(` = 200) and
the z = 1 − 1.065 source redshift bin. Dashed lines: the window
function that convolves the overall power spectrum. Solid lines:
the window function multiplied with the BAO damping factor
exp (−k2Σ2/2) to represent the scales over which the BAO infor-
mation mainly resides.
almost the same result as the KWL IV survey constraints:
i.e., σα = 4.2% and 3.1σ of the detection level. That is, the
KWL survey not only has a greater S/N for the amplitude
of the power spectrum, but also a greater BAO information
stored in the covariance of the power spectrum.
To summarize, we were not able to fully deconvolve the
lensing kernel of the KWL survey even with the smallest
shape noise we could test and we believe it is because the
typical kernel is wide and the difference between the ker-
nels of neighboring source redshift bins is very small to be
used to deproject the clustering information along the line of
sight. This implies that the recovered information from the
KWL survey will be subject to the line-of-sight projection
that is similar to the photometric galaxy surveys rather than
the spectroscopic galaxy surveys. This also explains why the
Limber approximation we used for the KWL surveys did not
affect our final BAO constraint much (in Appendix § A). De-
spite the inefficient deprojection, we find that KWL surveys
have advantages for the BAO measurements in terms of the
smaller shape noise we can achieve with the spectroscopic
data, the lensing kernel that weighs larger scale clustering
from higher redshifts, and the resulting covariance structure.
The factor of improvement we find is about 1.7 on the BAO
scale when the shape noise to the source galaxy number was
naively matched.
3.3 Improving the KWL-Stage IV and Discussions
Encouraged by the BAO constraint from the KWL-Stage IV
survey, we explore the precision improvement with decreas-
ing shape noise further from the default KWL- Stage IV. We
find that an optimistic scenario for the KWL-Sage IV with
ngal = 4.3/arcmin2, i.e., with the shape noise four times lower
than the default value, returns σα ∼ 2.3% (shown in Fig. 8
as a star point) with 4.9 − σ of the BAO detection, which
is about two times better than the default KWL-Stage IV
BAO constraint.
The 2% BAO constraint at z ∼ 1 is comparable to
a typical BAO constraint from an effective volume of ∼
0.3h−3 Gpc3 of a galaxy survey at this redshift with the BAO
reconstruction technique (Eisenstein et al. 2007b). For exam-
ple, Bautista, et al. (2017) reports 2.8% using luminous red
galaxies in the SDSS IV Data Release 14 of 0.9Gpc3. Font-
Ribera et al. (2014) predicts 0.6% for 4 h−3 Gpc3 at z ∼ 1
after applying the BAO reconstruction technique. Here we
attempt to explain why the BAO constraint from the KWL-
Stage IV is still much less precise than what is typically ex-
pected from a galaxy clustering data of the source galaxies
given the effective volume 13 of ∼ 100 Gpc3 with the maxi-
mum comoving galaxy number density of 0.002h3 Mpc−3 at
z ∼ 0.7. From Fig. 3, one estimates the signal to shape noise
per mode at ` ∼ 200 and at z ∼ 0.7 − 1 for the KWL-Stage
IV case is approximately 10 times less than the signal to
shot noise of the angular clustering of galaxies at ` ∼ 200
(e.g., Ho et al. 2012) (i.e., n¯C`,galaxy/(n¯C`,shear/σ2 )), assum-
ing the galaxy number density is the same as the source
galaxy number density for the KWL-Stage IV. A 1h−3 Gpc3
galaxy survey with n¯ = 0.002h3 Mpc−3 galaxies is expected to
return a BAO constraint of ∼ 1.3% without the density field
reconstruction near this redshift. A survey with 10 times
greater shot noise (assuming no redshift-space distortions
as in KWL surveys) will return 3.4% of the constraint. As
we argue in § 3.2, we believe that the KWL-Stage IV sur-
vey is still subject to a considerable line of sight smear-
ing, which would degrade the BAO precision just as if a
photometric galaxy survey is subject to such degradation
(Seo & Eisenstein 2003). If we assume the photometric er-
ror that corresponds to the redshift width of Nzbin = 30 (i.e.,
∆χ = 88h−1 Mpc), we expect a BAO constraint of about 12%.
Therefore, we expect at least a factor of ∼ 10 worse BAO
constraint from the KWL-Stage IV compared to the pre-
reconstruction galaxy BAO survey. Assuming reconstruction
improves the galaxy BAO by a factor of 2, the total factor of
20 roughly explains the discrepancy between our study and
what is expected from a galaxy survey given the effective
volume.
Nevertheless, although the naive precision comparison
demonstrates that even the optimistic KWL-Stage IV under-
performs compared to the galaxy BAO surveys, the BAO
constraint we studied in this paper is an additional gain to
the information content of the KWL surveys reported in
Huff13. For example, Huff13 predicts the information con-
tent of the default KWL-Stage IV, without the BAO infor-
mation, to be 7 times that of the Dark Energy Survey.
Another significance of the KWL-Stage IV survey would
be that this method would provide the first (and the only)
detection of the BAO signature directly from late-time mat-
ter at ∼ 5σ significance with ∼ 2% precision. The BAO con-
straint from matter can be compared to the BAO constraints
from galaxy surveys to detect a potential BAO scale bias in-
duced in the galaxy surveys due to the supersonic streaming
13 The effective volume would depend on the details of the FKP
weight (Feldman et al. 1994).
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velocity of baryons at high redshift (Dalal, Pen & Seljak
2010; Tseliakhovich & Hirata 2010; Blazek, McEwen & Hi-
rata 2016; Slepian & Eisenstein 2015; Schmidt 2016; Schmidt
& Beutler 2017). Although it is not likely that such bias is
as large as 2%, as Blazek, McEwen & Hirata (2016) for ex-
ample estimates ∼ 0.5% of the BAO scale shift by ∼ 1% of
density fluctuation by the streaming velocity bias, we expect
that the cross-correlation between the cosmic shear and the
galaxy density field within the KWL survey can potentially
return a much greater precision on the BAO scale bias due
to the sample variance cancellation between the two tracers
within the same cosmic volume, given that the cosmic shear
information alone returns 2% of the BAO constraint. We
plan to investigate the BAO in cross-correlations between
galaxies and shear within the KWL surveys in future stud-
ies. Also, knowing that the lensing kernel difference affects
the BAO precision, we could optimize the source galaxy red-
shift binning of the KWL surveys for the BAO constraint,
benchmarking the method in Simpson (2006). We leave this
for future studies as well.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the feasibility of directly de-
tecting the BAO feature in the dark matter distribution us-
ing spectroscopic, kinematic weak lensing (KWL) surveys
proposed by Blain (2002); Morales (2006); Huff et al. (2013).
We simulated cosmic shear tomography analyses of future
KWL surveys. We extracted the spacial power spectrum
from the simulated shear angular power spectrum data, iso-
lated the BAO feature, and constrained the BAO scale pa-
rameters for different survey conditions. We compared such
results with the Stage III and Stage IV photometric weak
lensing (PWL) surveys. We publicize the code used for this
paper in https://github.com/zdplayground/SVD_ps. We
summarize our findings below.
As we expected, the PWL surveys could not constrain
the BAO scale due to the large shape noise and the large
redshift uncertainty. Meanwhile we found that we can ex-
tract the BAO information from a KWL-Stage IV survey
and potentially derive a ∼ 4% constraint on the BAO scale.
A more optimistic assumption on KWL-Stage IV predicts a
BAO detection at 4.9σ significance and a ∼ 2% constraint
on the BAO scale.
We found that both the lower shape noise and the shape
of the lensing efficiency kernel that weighs higher redshift
and lower k information are responsible for the BAO con-
straint from the KWL surveys. It appears that the BAO
information is effectively encoded in the covariance between
different k scales. In detail, our analysis implies that we do
not take full advantage of the redshift precision of the KWL
surveys probably because the lensing efficiency kernel is very
broad in redshift and the level of the shape noise, although
much smaller than the PWL surveys, does not permit a full
de-convolution of such broad lensing-efficiency kernel. That
is, the clustering information from the KWL surveys will be
subject to the line of sight projection that is more compa-
rable to the photometric galaxy clustering data rather than
to the spectroscopic galaxy clustering data.
While a realization of such KWL surveys would be
based also on cost-wise consideration, we discuss the scien-
tific significance of such measurements. First, this method
can provide the first (and the only) detection of the BAO sig-
nature directly from late-time matter, which is mostly dark
matter. The BAO constraints from dark matter and from
galaxy surveys can be compared each other to constrain
a potential BAO scale bias induced in the galaxy surveys
due to the supersonic streaming velocity of baryons at high
redshift (Dalal, Pen & Seljak 2010; Tseliakhovich & Hirata
2010; Blazek, McEwen & Hirata 2016; Slepian & Eisenstein
2015; Schmidt 2016; Schmidt & Beutler 2017). Of course,
the 2% BAO constraint from dark matter at z ∼ 1 even by
the optimistic KWL-Stage IV is not small enough to be com-
pared to the sub-percentage BAO constraint from the galaxy
surveys. However, we believe that our prediction is likely a
lower limit estimate of the BAO information available. Such
spectroscopic survey will by default allow measurements of
2-point statistics of galaxy density field as well as the cross-
correlation between the spectroscopic galaxy density field
and the cosmic shear field. The cross-correlation within the
same volume can potentially return a much greater precision
on the BAO scale bias due to the sample variance cancella-
tion between the two large-scale structure tracers, i.e., dark
matter and the galaxies. We plan to extend our study to in-
clude the BAO information from such cross-correlations in
future. We also plan to investigate for optimization of the
lensing kernel for the BAO constraint, by manipulating the
source galaxy distribution of each tomographic bin, similar
to what is done in Simpson (2006).
We note that our study identified additional gain to the
information content of the KWL surveys reported in Huff13.
Huff13 predicts the cosmological information of cosmic shear
tomography assuming the default KWL-Stage IV, without
the BAO information, would be 7 times that of the Dark
Energy Survey.
There are a few theoretical as well as observational com-
plications we bypassed in this analysis. Among many, we
note that we did not include the nonlinear evolution effect
on the overall shape of cosmic shear power spectrum by
means of halofit (e.g. Smith, et al. 2003; Takahashi, Sato,
Nishimichi, Taruya & Oguri 2012). Since we focus on the
BAO information alone, we believe that our simplification
is warranted. Instead we included the nonlinear smearing of
the BAO feature at the characteristic redshift of the surveys.
We also did not include the non-linear (non-Gaussian) co-
variance on small scales due to structure formation. While
such effect will degrade the BAO constraint further, we do
not expect it to be significant. Projections along the line of
sight is known to reduce non-Gaussianity in the cosmic shear
signal (simply due to the central limit theorem argument)
and the degradation in the final cosmological parameters
due to the remaining non-Gaussianity is shown to be even
smaller than what is expected from the degradation in the
signal-to-noise of the amplitude (e.g. Takada, & Jain 2009).
Our default KWL surveys still largely suffer the projection
effect as we show in this paper, and in addition, the BAO
feature we investigate in this paper is on a much larger scale
(` effectively less than 1000) where non-Gaussianity is less
significant than a typical cosmic shear information. Even
without the projection effect, Ngan et al. (2012) reports less
than a 15% discrepancy in the BAO constraint due to the
Gaussian approximation of the covariance matrix. On the
other hand, the super-sample covariance effect we did not
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include could be non-negligible for our forecasts (Barreira
et al. 2018). We plan to include such details in future study
while this paper is a pilot study that motivates such ex-
tended efforts.
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APPENDIX A: THE EFFECT OF THE LIMBER
APPROXIMATION
We qualitatively estimate the effect of the Limber approx-
imation for the KWL survey in Eq. 11. Fig. A1 shows the
auto angular power spectrum at three source redshift bins of
the KWL-Stage IV survey, at z = 0.43, 1, and 1.9; while the
exact calculation returns slightly more distinct BAO feature,
especially at z = 0.43, the difference is very small except for
low ` modes. The overall amplitude of C(`) would be also
offset only by a few percent for ` < 10, which should not
affect our results much. We observe a similar level of dis-
crepancy in the cross power spectra. The good agreement
between the Limber approximation and the exact calcula-
tion is expected since the lensing kernel of the KWL survey
is very broad. Without a full calculation, we estimate that
the Limber approximation did not substantially affect our
main results.
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Figure A1. The effect of the Limber approximation. The ratios
between the Pwig/Pnow of the auto power spectra from the Limber
approximation and from the exact calculation. At three source
redshift bins of the KWL-Stage IV survey, at z = 0.43, 1, and 1.9;
while the exact calculation returns slightly more distinct BAO
feature, especially at z = 0.43, the difference is very small except
for low ` modes. The difference on the overall shape is removed
in this figure.
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